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Please circulate to appropriate people and organizations.

FORTIS 2016 LTERP QUESTIONS FROM NORM GABANA MARCH 13'2017.
ES page 1.
Page 1 line 30.
Provide planning graphs from year 2007, and 2015 for anticipated electrical consumption, and actual consumption.
2. List what will require Fortis to request more funds from its customers
In the first five years of this plan.
3. ES, page 3 line 10.
Why should Fortis customers expend capital to subsidize the operations of vehicles that a large percentage of
customers will not ever be able to afford.?
Page 25 line 32.
Provide capital cost of the three charging stations mention and year of construction, and revenue derived from
each of the stations.
Provide annual operating cost and level of insurance if required.

4. ES, page 6, line 20.
Provide construction cost of each of the subs mention in proposed construction year along with benefits and
potential cost savings as a result of the construction.
1. Describe the role of the resort planning advisory group mentioned in the document.
A. Please provide agenda of the above group for the last two meetings.
B. Does the above group receive stipends for its involvement. If so please
state amounts and conditioner.?
C. Please provide number of Fortis and none Fortis employees involved.
2. Page 26 line 27.
Provide some material to substantiate the statement and if possible economy numbers.
3. Page. 28 line 27.
The Opinion of the farseers that there is a potential problem on the horizon, what actions would Fortis recommend
to forewarn governments that the possibility exists.
4. Page 5 line 9.
Provide number of megawatts Fortis sold to its residential customers,the amount of revenue derived in each of the
last five years.
Provide number of megawatts sold to each of FortisBC whole sale customers and amount of revenue derived in each
of the last five years.
What percent of Fortis's in house generation met the annual power demand in each of the last five years, and
anticipated percentage in year five and year ten of this purposed plan.?
5. Show gains the company derive from the implementation
from the AMI program.
6. Provide number of hourly pay employees in each of the last five years.
7. Provide a number of staff employees in each of the last five years.
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8. Is the company planning to implement any efficiencies to operations during the time frame of this per posed
plan.?
9. Are there any plans to improve the efficiency of electrical distribution during the lifetime of this plan.?
10. Are there any small efficiencys in generation in any of the existing plants.?
11. What amount of capital money is Fortis planning to request in each of the first five years of this proposed plan.?
12. Show capital fleet value and number of licenses vehicles in year
2014, 2015 and 2016.
13. Show capital for proposed fleet upgrading in each of the next five years.
14. Are there any opportunities for pump storage in any of Fortis's operations.? Is it possible to show magnitude and
capital costly each.?
15. Is it possible to produce a number that represents the total amount line lost electricity and from any other
cause, and turn put a dollar to the number if it was saleable at present rates.?
16. Show amounts of money spent on the DMS program in each of the last three years, the amount budgeted in each
of the years, also the number of megawatts considered to have been saved.
Observation...
It is my opinion that this submission from Fortis is to volumeumiss with material that is not germane to Fortis's
operations, along will be totally unmeasurable in future years.
Submitted by.
Norman Gabana
March, 15,2017.

Sent from my iPad
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